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Export production and carbonate dissolution in the central
equatorial Pacific Ocean over the past I Myr
R. W. Murray, 1GoKnowlton,
2M. Leinen,
2'3A. C. Mix,4andC. H. Polsky
1'5
Abstract. In orderto quantifychangesin exportproductionandcarbonate
dissolutionover the past 1 Myr in the
centralequatorialPacificOceanwe analyzedBa, P, A1,Ti, andCa in 1106samplesfromfive pistoncoresgathered
from
5øSto 4øNat 140øW. We focused
on Ba/Ti, A1/Ti, andP/Ti ratiosas exportproxiesandemployedareallyintegrated
time sliceas well as time seriesstrategies.Carbonate
maximafrom 0-560 kyr are characterized
by 15-30%greater

exportthancarbonate
minima. Theincreases
in exportfall on glacial/5180transitions
ratherthanglacialmaxima.
From560-800kyr, overlappingwith themid-Pleistocene
transition,thereis a verylargeincreasein total exportyet no
glacial-interglacial
variability.Thehighestlatitudes
(5øSand4øN)recordminimalabsolute
exportchangefromglacials
to interglacials
andyet recordthe most extrememinima in percentCaCO3,indicatingthat carbonate
records
thereare
dominated
by dissolution,
whereasneartheequatortheyaremoreinfluenced
by changes
in export.

1. Introduction

Much recent effort has gone toward answering an old
paleoceanographic problem, namely, the cause of the
pronounced cycles of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) in
Pleistocene sediments from the central equatorial Pacific
Ocean. To briefly summarizea rich literaturedating from their
initial discovery [Arrhenius, 1952], the operation of two endmember processes,changes in dissolution and changes in
export production, are thought to play a critical role in the
formation of these cycles.
While both processes are
operating to some extent continuously with one or the other
being more importantat different locationsin time and space,
there is no consensusregarding the efforts to partition their
relative importance, despite efforts focusing on the biogenic

andSaito,1974;BergerandHerguera,
1992;WuandBerger,
1989; Wei et al., 1994; Weberet al., 1995; LaMontagne
et
al., 1996,andreferences
therein],chemicalandmineralogical
proxiesof export productionandnutrientuptake[Goldberg
andArrhenius,1958;Murray, 1987;Pedersen,1983; Pedersen
et al., 1988; Lyle et al., 1992; Murray et al., 1993, 1995;
Farrell et al., 1995; Paytan et al., 1996, and references
therein], and modeling results [Archer, 1991a, 1991b;
Oxburgh,1998; OxburghandBroecker,1993; Stephensand
Kadko, 1997; Knowlton, 1998, and referencestherein].
The recently concluded
Joint Global OceanFlux Study
(JGOFS) in the equatorial Pacific Ocean provides new
opportunities to answerthis old problem. One of the main
oals of this'programwas to examinethe relation betweenthe
antemporary and paleoceanographic fluxes of material

CaCO3, opal, and organic carbon (Cofg)components LJGOFS,1990],andthelargeoceanographic
database
gathered
themselves [e.g., Hays et al., 1969, 1976; Adelseck and
along a meridionaltransectat 140øW longitude [Murray,
Anderson,1978; Chueyet al., 1987; Arrhenius, 1988; Lyle et
al., 1988; Pisias and Rea, 1988; Pedersen, 1983; Pedersen et
al., 1988, 1991; Rea et al., 1991; Farrell and Prell, 1989;

Hergueraand Berger, 1991, 1994; Mix, 1989; Mix et al.,
1991; Loubere, 1991, 1994, 1999; Weber and Pisias, 1999,

and referencestherein], the dissolution recordof the biogenic
components [Berger, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1977; Thompson

1995, 1996; Murray et al., 1997] providesa terrific context
within which to approachthe problem. For example,
integrating studiesof meridionalgradientsin particle fluxes
through the water column [e.g., Honjo et al., 1995],
phytodetritusandbenthic fluxes [Smith et al., 1996, 1997],
sedimentary
fluxesof tracemetalsandmineralogicalproxies
[e.g., Murray andLeinen, 1993, 1996; Paytan et al., 1996],
and dissolution [McManus et al., 1995; Hammond et al.,

1996;Berelsonet al., 1997] in the modernoceanwith paired
studyof the surfacesedimentsand water column characteristics
•Departmentof Earth Sciences, Boston University, Boston, allows for the developmentof geochemicaltools that can be

Massachusetts.

applieddown core for paleoceanographic
studies.
In this paper we present results of inorganic chemical
3Onleave at Geosciences,
NationalScienceFoundation,
Arlington, analysis of five piston cores gathered during the JGOFS
Virginia.
equatorialPacificprogram(Figure 1). TheseJGOFScoreswere
4OceanSciences,
OregonStateUniversity,Corvallis.
taken at different latitudeson a single meridional transect,
SNowat Departmentof Chemistryand Biochemistry,
ArizonaState
thusallowingus to comparebiogenic cyclicity, burial fluxes,
University, Tempe.
and other parametersthroughthe samelatitudinal range as
2GraduateSchoolof Oceanography,
Universityof Rhode Island,

Narragansett.

other JGOFS studies of the water column and surface sediment.

Copyright2000 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

We exploit this five-core databaseto examine export
productionand carbonatedissolutionover the past one

Paper number 1999PA000457.
0883-8305/00/1999PA000457512.00

million years of Earth history.
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Each proxy has specific limitations that need to be heeded.
The analysis of elemental Ba in bulk sediment is itself
performedas a proxy for a mineralogical measurementof the
mineral barite [e.g., Paytan et al., 1996]. Measuring Ba,
instead of barite, causes a loss of information because Ba is

"-o

•'"

AND DISSOLUTION

MarquesasIs.

2O

not exclusively associated with barite either in the water
column (where up to 40% of the total Ba inventorymay not be
contained in barite [e.g., Dymond et al., 1992]) or in the
buriedsediments[e.g., Schroederet al., 1997]. Other issues
are well summarizedby McManus et al. [1998, 1999]. For
A1....... observationsfrom equatorialPacific sediment[Murray
et al., 1993; Murray and Leinen, 1996] and from sedimentin
the Indian Ocean [Banakar et al., 1998] indicate a non-particle
specific associationbetween AI..... and the bulk particle flux
and organic matter. These sedimentary observations are
consistent with the understandingof the scavenged behavior
of A1 in the water column [e.g., Orians and Bruland, 1986;
Moran and Moore, 1988, 1989] and experimental studiesof

the uptakeof AI [e.g., Moran and Moore, 1992]. However,

statistical modeling of sediment trap data suggests an
importantrole of biogenicopal [Dymond et al., 1997]. Thus,
while AI/Ti is responding to export production in this
open circles show locations of surface se,dimentsamples. environment, it remains unclear whether it is tracing bulk
Representative
positionsof oceanic currentsare marked as follows: particle flux or the export of a specific component (e.g.,
N.Eq.C., North Equatorial Current; N.Eq.C.C., North Equatorial
diatoms). Finally, the diagenetically reactive nature of P
Countercurrent;S.Eq.C., South Equatorial Current. Position of
[Froelich et al., 1982; Filippelli and Delaney, 1995, 1996;
MarquesasIslands(9.5øS,140øW)is schematicallyindicated.
Delaney, 1998] meansthat absoluteconcentrationsof P (and
therefore ratios such as P/Ti) may be affected by diagenetic
lossesof labile P. These diageneticresetting(s)may be not be
2. Chemical Tracers of Export Production
linear in time and space.
We interpret our data set within the tolerance of these
2.1.
Selection
of Proxies
uncertainties. Limitations such as theseare not unique to trace
element proxies and do not overly handicap our
As with Murray et al. [2000], we useelementalratiosbased
interpretations. We feel our approach is valid given (1) the
on three different chemical proxies of export production,
power of working with a very large data set spanning a
namely, Ba, AI...... andP. By studyingelementalratios and
meridional range and multiple glacial-interglacial cycles, (2)
not absoluteaccumulationrates we avoid potential age model
that we are working with three different proxies that each
artifacts associatedwith changes in sedimentation rate. In
respond to a different aspect of upper water column
using Ba as a proxy we exploit previous observationsthat
biogeochemicalcycling, and (3) that we are considering these
demonstratea strongtie betweenthe formation of the mineral
proxies as a combineddata set, allowing internal checks on
Figure 1. Map of the central equatorial Pacific Ocean showingthe
JointGlobal Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) transectalong 140øW JGOFS
transect.Solid circles show locationof the five pistoncores; solid and

barite (BaSOn)in the water column and export production
[GoldbergandArrhenius,1958; Dehairs et al., 1980, 1987,
1990, 1992; Bishop, 1988; Stroobantset al., 1991; Dymond
et al., 1992; Francois et al., 1995]. Our strategy involving
AI....... manifestedas the AI/Ti ratio, takes advantageof
previousobservationsrelating an A1..... component(i.e., not
tied to an aluminosilicatefraction) to biogenic fluxes through
the water column and to the seafloor [Murray et al., 1993;

Murray andLeinen, 1996; Dymond et al., 1997; Banakaret
al., 1998]. Such use of A1/Ti is only appropriate in sediments
suchas thesein the equatorialPacific that contain very small

concentrationsof terrigenousmatter [e.g., Yarincik et al,
2000].
In using P we rely on previous observations
correlating P distributions in marine sediments to
productivityin the overlying water[Froelichet al., 1982;
Filippelli and Delaney, 1992, 1995, 1996; Delaney, 1998,
and referencestherein]. While recognizing that no single

proxy is a "magicbullet," we capitilizeon the strengththat
each of these proxies traces a slightly different aspectof
exportproduction,
andthusby looking at the threein unison
we minimize artifacts associatedwith any single one.

our conclusions.

2.2

Proxy

Normalization

to Titanium

Concentration

Studying the down core distribution of the concentration
of either Ba, AI, or P would largely only record dilution by the
dominant component in the sediment, which in this case is
CaCO3. In order to accountfor dilution we normalizedour
elemental data to the concentration of Ti in the same sample.
This allows a more accuratecomparison of elemental changes
because ratios of two variables are unaffected by dilution
causedby a third. While it is common to use A1 for
normalization, in sediments that have a large A1.....
componentthis yields an erroneousresult. Althoughuse of Ti
also assumesthat all Ti is tied to the lattices of terrigenous

phases,a portion of the Ti may also be adsorbed,given the
particlereactivenatureof Ti in seawater[e.g., Orianset al.,
1990]. Becausethe predominantdetrital sourceto sediments
in this region is eolian material [Chuey et al., 1987] and
because there are only slight differences in the Ti
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concentrations in the potential sources of this dust (e.g.,
averageshale,loess,and upper continental crust) [Murray and
Leinen, 1996], it is unlikely that we are inadvertantlycreating
an artifact due to provenance changes through time. The
above set of conditions, however, applies only to where
oceanisland basalts (OIB)are not providing detrital material
becausesuch material is enriched in Ti [e.g., Gill, 1981].
Owing to this enrichment a provenance signal from an OIB
sourceis clearly recognized in the chemical data, as shown
below

in

the

context

of our cores

taken

in

the

ratios

is autocorrelation.

In a core with

constant

concentrationsof Ba, for example, variations in the amount
of Ti will producechanges in Ba/Ti. Although the relative
amountof Ba (i.e., with respectto Ti) will be varying in this
case,

fluctuations

in

Ti

could lead to

the
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Another important consideration when interpreting
elemental
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erroneous

1600

4oo
200

0

interpretationthat the absoluteflux of Ba is changing. In this
situationwe would expect a correlation between Ba/Ti, A1/Ti,
and P/Ti,

and

this

autocorrelation

would

reflect

the

commonality of mutual division by Ti instead of the
independent aspects of paleoexport.
One can test for
autocorrelation,however, by consideringthe Ba/Ti ratio in a
representativeaverageshale (e.g., Ba/Ti = 0.11 g/g in Post
Archean Average Shale (PAAS) of Taylor and McLennan
[1985]). Any variancein [Ba] (=[Bamaximum]
- [Baminimum]
) that is
greater than approximately one tenth the variance in [Ti]
indicates that the bulk ratio is recording variability in the
total Ba inventory that is greater than can be explained by
changing only the relative input of terrigenousTi. From the
data below it will become clear that this and analogous
argumentshold for A1/Ti and P/Ti as well. For A1/Ti in cores
PC32 and PC18, in the SouthernHemisphere,this comparison
mustbe used with ratios of MarquesasIslands material, rather
than PAAS, for reasons discussed below.
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3. Proxy ResponseAcross Surface Sediment
Transect
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Murray et al. [2000] summarizedata on the three proxies
and how they relate to other parameterslinked to export
production in surface sediment along the cross-equator
meridional transect (Figure 2). Becausewe rely on these
surfacedistributions to justify the down core use of these
proxies, we reiterate here several observations. First, as
noted on a similar transect at 135øW [Murray and Leinen,
1993], the meridional profile of the concentration of CaCO3
displaysa steppedplateauof elevatedvaluesfrom ---5øSto 5øN
(Figure 2). In contrast to this presence/absencepattern of
CaCO3 concentration,
the patternsof total productivityin the
overlying water, seafloorphytodetritus[Smith et al., 1996],
bulk sedimentaryaccumulation
rate [Murray and Leinen, 1993,
1996], and the elementalratios of A1/Ti [Murray et al., 1993;
Murray and Leinen,1996],Bafri [Schroederet al., 1997], and
P/Ti [Murray et al., 2000] recorda sharply peaked profile,
with maxima centeredat IøS or at the equator(Figure 2). As
discussedlater, there is a strongly linear relationship between
the proxiesand productivityof the surfacewater.
Each of theseV-shapedprofiles is markedly different from
the steppedprofile of percentCaCO3, and the closecorrelation
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5
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3
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0
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-5

0
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Latitude

10

15
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Figure 2. Meridional profiles at 140øW. (a) Total productivity
(average values, from sources in Paytan et al. [1996]) and the
concentrationof CaCO3 (wt %) in the surface sediment. (b)
Abundanceof phytodetritus
laying on the seafloor[Smithet al., 1996]
and the bulk accumulationrate (BAR) of the sediment(along 135øW
fromMurray and Leinen[1993], along140øWfrom Murray and Leinen
[1996]). (c) Bulk AI/Ti and Ba/Ti in surface sediment(from Murray
andLeinen [1996] and Schroederet al. [1997]). (d) Bulk Bafri and
P/Ti in surfacesediment[from Murray et al., 2000].
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between the proxies, water column parameters, and
accumulation rates strongly indicates that the proxies are
recording biologic and water column removal/transport
processes rather than sediment composition or earliest
diagenesis. The rate of decreaseaway from the equator is
significantly less in the Northern Hemisphere than in the
Southern. The accumulationrates of the individual biogenic
components also record this pattern [Murray and Leinen,

1993]. The low values of th6 Ti-normalized ratios in the
southernmost

sites of the transect are lower than those found

in average shale, recording Ti-rich OIB input from the
MarquesasIslands [Murray and Leinen, 1996]. Although the
multicores taken along the surface transect recover the
uppermost0-1 cm interval (including the most recent "fluff
layer"), owing to the varying sedimentationrates along the
transectthis uppermost1 cm averagesthe past -0.3 kyr at the
lowest latitudes to 1 kyr at higher latitudes [Murray and
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In this paper we take a "time slice" and a "time series"
approachto the data set. For the time slices(Table 2) we have

selected
the midpoint,in kiloyears,of eachcarbonatestage
(B2, B3, etc.), following the nomenclaturebut not the exact
agesoutlinedin Farrell and Prell [1989] and Snoeckx and Rea

[1994, and referencestherein]. The exact timing of these
midpointswereselectedon the basisof the percentCaCO3
recordsin PC18 and PC72, the two coresin our study for
which we have an isotopically determinedage model. Using
correlationsbasedon percentCaCO• [Knowlton, 1998], these
carbonatestageswere extendedto the higher latitude cores.
For corePC32 some of these midpoints are not true temporal
midpoints,giventhe low resolutionof the record,but they are
well correlated graphically to the maxima and minima in
percentCaCO• of the otherrecords.
In the discussions of the variations

in elemental

ratios we

took numerical averages of values during the different
Leinen, 1993, 1996].
carbonate stages (Table 2) and where possible avoided
sampling the transitions into and out of the carbonate
minima. For the carbonate maxima, these averages were
4. Stratigraphy and Methodologies
determinedwith as many as 25 data points (e.g., stage B10 in
4.1.
Piston
Cores
corePC72). For the sharply definedcarbonateminima, these
averageswere determinedwith asfew as two datapoints (e.g.,
The pistoncoresusedin this study(Figure1, Table 1) were
stageB9 in corePC72). In the very oldestrecords,sometimes
selectedto sample key geographicpositions along the only one datapoint exists for a given carbonateminimum.
meridional gradients in modern export production.
We chose to compare a given carbonate maximum with the
Throughout this paper we abbreviate the full core
immediatelyyoungercarbonateminimum rather than with the
denomination (e.g., core TT013-PC114 for the core at 4øN)
olderonebecauseit enablescomparisonof the last maximum
using only the "PC" number (e.g., PCl14). The cores are
to the surfacesediment. We conductedsensitivity tests of our
curatedat theGraduateSchoolof Oceanography,
Universityof
point selection schemesand determinedthat changesin the
Rhode Island.
point selectionmake no differencein the overall patternswe
observe. One of the strengthsof the data set lies in its size;
4.2. Age Models and Stratigraphy
the selection of alternative data points (or older/younger
The age modelsfor cores PC18 and PC72 were determined comparisons
versusyounger/older)doesnot alter the results.
For the "time series" approach we investigate the record
by correlating the SPECMAP stack of Imbrie et al. [1984] to
the/5180analyses
of Cibicides
wuellerstorfi.
Isotopic providedby core PC72, and use the temporal relationships
between the elemental chemical ratios, percent CaCO•, and
analysis and developmentof the isotopic age models was
/5•aOto constrain the changes through time in export
performedat OregonStateUniversity. For coresPC32, PC83,
production,carbonateburial, and glacial-interglacial climate
andPC114 the age modelsweredeterminedat the University
of RhodeIsland by correlationof the CaCO3 concentration state. We have chosen this core becauseit has the highest
profile to the isotopically constrainedCaCO3 concentration resolutioncombinedwith the longestrecord of our sample set
recordsof PC18 and PC72 [Knowlton, 1998]. On the basis of
(Table 1) and has been investigated for a variety of other
these age models and the sampling interval selectedfor this
studies[e.g., Murray et al., 1995; Marcantonio et al., 1995,
studyit is apparentthat the pistoncoresprovidefull coverage 1996; Paytan et al., 1996]. Thus the time seriesanalyseswe
over the past783-1045 kyr, with a temporalresolutionof 3-6
performhere will be applicableto theseotherprojectsas well.
We usedthe ARAND software package (Brown University) to
kyr per sample(Table 1).

Table 1. Piston Cores, 140øW JGOFS Transect

CoreTT013-

Lat.,
deg

Long.,
deg

Water
Depth,
m

Age
Model

Analyzed
Length,
cm

PC114
PC83

4.04øN
2.07øN

139.85øW
140.15øW

4432
4414

carbonate
carbonate

790
1035

PC72
PC18

0.11øN
1.84øS

139.40øW
139.71øW

4298
4354

isotopic
isotopic

1595
1290

PC32

4.96øS

139.74øW

4236

carbonate

500

Age at

Sed.

Base,
kyr

Rate,
cm/kyr

939
1037
1045
783
938

0.8
1.0
1.5
1.6
0.5

"Lat." indicates"Latitude","Long."indicates"Longitude","Sed."indicates"Sedimentation".

Sampling Resolution,Numberof
Interval,
cm
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
2.5

Samples

kyr
6
5
3
3
5

+
+
+
+
+

4
2
2
2
3

153
202
314
242
195
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Table 2. Agesof Carbonate
StagesandNumberof Samples
PerStage,PerCore
Age of Stage,kyr
Stage

PC32;5øS

Midpoint,

PC18;2øS

PC72;Equator

PC83;2øN

PC114;4øN

kyr
B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

B9

B 10

B 11

B12

B13

B14

B 15

B 16

B17

M0

M1

M2

M3

M4

30

103

155

182

234

272

327

399

442

476

535

576

652

682

738

778

798

842

908

939

990

20.8 - 54.0

15.8 - 50.6

17.4 - 57.4

30.1 - 57.5

26.6 - 56.5

(n =7)

(n =13)

(n =16)

(n =5)

(n =9)

87.3- 109.9

67.7- 110.3

68.4- 116.0

77.9- 109.1

71.6- 113.4

(n =7)

(n =9)

(n =13)

(n =4)

(n =5)

125.0- 155.3

121.6- 163.4

125.5- 166.0

122.2- 151.2

121.7- 152.5

(n =11)

(n =15)

(n =18)

(n =6)

(n =6)

176.5- 188,6

175.5- 184.8

177,1 - 185.9

166.9- 189.2

167.6- 191.0

(n =4)

(n =3)

(n =4)

(n =5)

(n =5)

200.9 - 237.7

194.0 ~ 251.0

203.5 - 255.9

211,8 - 237.2

233.3 - 262.2

(n --7)

(n =12)

(n =17)

(n =3)

(n =4)

274.5 - 283.3

269,0 - 273,1

269.6 - 274.5

265.2 - 274.7

268.0 - 277.9

(n = 2)

(n = 3)

(n = 3)

(n = 2)

(n = 3)

335.8 - 362.1

322.3 - 360.8

315.6 - 355.7

311.6 - 337.4

326.0 - 342.0

(n =4)

(n = 13)

(n = 16)

(n = 5)

(n = 3)

379.9 - 398.6

391.7 - 404,9

395.9 - 398.6

387.2 - 401.9

374.1 - 395.8

(n =4)

(n =4)

(n =2)

(n =3)

(n =5)

411.4 - 456.5

423.8 - 461.6

407.5 - 458.5

406.1 - 459.0

403.2 - 464.4

(n = 8)

(n = 17)

(n = 25)

(n = 13)

(n = 6)

475.8 - 482.4

475,5 - 479,1

473.6 - 478.2

470.4 - 477.2

473.9 - 481.4

(n = 3)

(n = 3)

(n = 3)

(n = 3)

(n = 3)

509.0 - 533.9

507.5 - 552.5

509.5 - 550.5

506.4 - 536.9

506.0 - 533.9

(n =4)

(n = 15)

(n = 13)

(n =7)

(n = 5)

567.2- 585.5

570.0 - 575.1

575.5 - 577.4

564.8 - 573.4

564.4 - 574.6

(n =5)

(n -2)

(n =2)

(n =3)

(n =2)

612.4 - 652.6

640.3 - 661.2

636,1 - 668.5

636.1 - 667,5

636,7 - 675.1

(n =12)

(n =12)

(n =11)

(n =10)

(n =8)

676.1 - 690.4

684,0 - 685.0

676.1 - 687.5

677,9 - 684.9

684.0 - 696.4

(n =6)

(n =2)

(n =6)

(n =3)

(n =4)

700.7 - 734.8

706.3 - 750.9

709.3 - 767.3

696.4 - 754.4

705,4 - 748.0

(n =11)

(n =16)

(n --15)

(n =16)

(n =10)

779.2 - 785.4

765.8 - 769.4

777.3 - 779.2

769.6 - 777.3

777.5 - 789.3

(n =2)

(n =2)

(n =2)

(n =3)

(n =3)

791.6 - 822.8

779.7 - 783.1

782.8 - 812.1

786.7 - 810.2

801.2 - 813.0

(n =6)

(n =2)

(n =11)

(n =6)

(n =4)

841.4 - 857,2

837,3 - 847.7

843.0- 852.2

836.6 - 854,3

(n :4)

(n =3)

(n =3)

(n :3)

874,4 - 914.6

889.4 - 926.0

865.7 - 919.9

866.1 - 929.7

(n =8)

(n =7)

(n =13)

(n =10)

938.0

938.0 - 940,6

933.5 - 942.8

937.7 - 939.4

(n =1)

(n =2)

(n =3)

(n =2)

951.0-

1028.4

(n =11)
M5

1035

971.9-

1020.4

(n =11)

1034.9

1034.9

(n =1)

(n --1)

Midpoints(kyr) of stagesB2 throughB 13, asdefinedin corePC72,areidenticalto thosegivenby Knowlton[1998],
exceptfor stagesB7 andB13, for whichageshereare 3 kyr (1-2 datapoints)youngerthanKnowlton [1998]. Midpoints
for stagesB14 throughM5 in thisdatasetaredefinedhere.
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Institute of Standardsand Technology (NIST) of the U.S.
Government.Accuracyfor A1 and Ti, including a studyof the
of CaCO3, was constrainedas
spectral
studyintotwodifferentperiods.Thefirstcomprises effect of the high concentrations
describedby Murray and Leinen [1996], and accuracyfor Ba
the recordfrom 0 to 565 kyr (to the marine isotopic stage
(MIS) 14/15boundary
[Imbrieet al., 1984]),whilethe second was constrained as described by Schroeder et al. [1997].
comprises
therecord
from565 to 1044kyr. We havealso Accuracyfor P is within precision of the measurement,and is
performed
thetimeseriesanalysis
on theentire0-1044kyr within 10% of the accepted value. This provides additional
informationthat our estimateof the P precision (-20% of the
record.
measuredvalue) is in fact a worst-caseapproximation.
4.3.
Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission

performspectral
andcross-spectral
analyses
on the dataset.
For reasonsthat will become clear below we have divided the

Spectrometry (ICP-ES)

4.4.

The concentrationsof Ba, A1, Ti, and P in 1106 samples
weremeasured
by ICP-ES at BostonUniversity,usinga Jobin-

and Terrigenous

Determination of the Abundance of CaCO3
Matter

The abundance
of CaCO3in all coresexceptfor PC32 was

Yvon JY24 sequentialspectrometer.For corePC32, Ca was

quantifiedusing standardcoulometrictechniquesat the
also measured. Proceduresfor the combinedHF-HNO3-HC1- Universityof RhodeIsland. Precision,basedon replicate
H20:dissolution
methods,
ICP-ESanalyses,
anddatareduction measurements
of naturalsamples,is 0.1% of the measured
are collectively describedby Murray et al. [1995, 2000],
MurrayandLeinen[1996],andSchroeder
et al. [1997].
Precisionwasquantified
by multipleanalyses(upwardof
10 measurements
per replicatesamplefroma.givencoreand
from the powder-weighing
step onward)of naturalJGOFS

value,andaccuracy
was_confirmed
by comparison
to a pure
CaCO3 standard[Knowlton, 1998].

For core PC32 the

concentrationof CaCO3was determinedusing a normative
calculation that assumesall the Ti in a given sample is
containedwithin a detrital phase,accordingto

sediments
includedin every analyticalbatch. Precisionof the
measurementsis 4% of the measured values for Ba and A1, 3%

%CaCO
3= {%Catota
, - %[Titota
, x (Ca•ha,JTi.•ha•e)]
}/0.4 (1)

of the measuredvalue for Ti (and Ca in PC32), and 23% of the
measured value for P. Given the low absolute concentrations

with Ca being determinedby ICP-ES at Boston University.

of these elements in the high-carbonate samples, these

We have selectedthe concentrationof Ti in PAAS [Taylor and
McLennan, 1985] as the reference concentration for Tishal
e.
The correctionfor terrigenousCa in (1) amountsto only a
maximumof 1-2 wt % CaCO3but is nonethelessperformedfor

percentages
resultfrom relativelylow uncertainties
in terms
of partspermillion(ppm)unitswith typical "concentration
_+
uncertainty"
absolutevaluesbeingBa = 1142 + 50 ppm, A1=
2998+ 126ppm,P = 241 + 51 ppm,andTi = 96 _+3 ppm. The
higheruncertaintyin the measurement
of P reflectsthat an

completeness.AlthoughCaCO3 is determined
differentlyin
core PC32 than in the other cores, there is no significant

olderICP-ES in use at Boston University at the time of these
measurements
was an air path spectrometer,and thus the

contrastin downcorepatternof the two methods,basedon
comparativecalculationsusing numeroussampleswherewe

wavelengthused for the measurement
of P had a high

have both coulometric and normative data.

interference. Even with this higher uncertainty for P,

however,the changeswe observein P distributionsin the
cores(commonlyon the orderof 200-300%) greatly exceed
the precisionof the measurement
andthuscan confidentally
be interpretedas being signal ratherthan noise. Also, as
discussed below in the context of analytical accuracy,
measurementsof P in a Standard Reference Material (SRM) are
within 10% of the acceptedvalue.

Replicatecalculationsof the elementalratios in these
sameJGOFSnaturalsamples
yield a precisionof the ratiosof
BaJTi= 12.6 + 0.4 (3% of the measuredvalue); A1/Ti = 32.1 _+
1.4 (4%); and,P/Ti = 2.9 + 0.5 (22%). As discussed
by Murray

and Leinen[1996], precisionof theseratiosis betterthan the
sumof the precisionof the individualelementssince the
processes
that introduceuncertainty,suchas weighingand
dilution errors, act in the same direction for each element.

Samples
wereprepared
andanalyzed
in differentrandomorders
so as to not introduce artifical down core trends. Although

The abundance
of terrigenousmatteris calculatedfrom

%terrigenous
= 100 (Titota
I / Tip^^s)

(2)

While theremay be situations
wheresuchusageof Ti is not

appropriate
(e.g., ashlayersor nearthe Marquesas
Islands),
this calculationprovidesa baselineof terrigenousabundance
that allowsintercorecomparisons.As will becomeclear, in
fact, this use of Ti readily identifies those intervals where

nonshaley-typematerial is includedin the nonbiogenic
component,for Ti tendsto be greatly enrichedin these
materials,and thus their signal is amplified.

5. Results and Preliminary Discussion
5.1.

General

Observations

Concentration
dataare providedin Appendices1-5, which
may be accessedthrough the World Data Center-A for

theseestimatesof precision indicatea well-constraineddata
set, they are worst-casevaluesbecausethey are basedon

Paleoceanography
or fromtheseniorauthor
•. Information
on

technicians)are quantifiedby theseestimates.
Accuracywas ensuredby multiple analysesof the SRM
NIST-1C (an argillaceouslimestone)providedby the National

A for Paleoceanography,
NOAA/NGDC,325 Broadway,
Boulder,CO
80303(e-mail:paleo@noaa.ngdc.gov;
URL:http://www.noaa.ngdc.gov/

theagemodelsandtemporalresolution
is providedin Table 1.
replicateanalysestrackingthe 25-30 batchesof samples An overallsummaryof the dataset is providedin Table 3 and
prepared
andanalyzedover 2-3 years. Many variablesthat
naturallyoccurin a laboratory
overa severalyearperiod(e.g.,
multiple sets of calibration standardsand different
•Appendices
1-5areavailable
electronically
at WorldDataCenterpaleo).
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Table 3. Data Summaries, Piston Cores TT013-, 140øW JGOFS Transect

Data Type

Parameter

PC32,

PC18,

5øS

2øS

PC72,

Equator

PC83,

PC114,

2øN

4oN

83.2

79.3

Percentcarbonate

average

83.4

87.9

86.0

Percent carbonate

standard deviation

11.6

5.2

7.0

8.5

12.5

Percent carbonate

minimum

47.3

67.3

58.2

52.8

38.7

Percent carbonate

maximum

100.0

94.9

96.5

93.4

93.6

Percentterrigenous
Percentterrigenous
Percentterrigenous
Percentterrigenous

average
standarddeviation
minimum
maximum

8.4
7.1
0.5
32.0

1.8
1.9
0.3
16.7

1.5
1.1
0.3
5.8

2.4
1.7
0.5
7.6

15.0

Ba, ppm
Ba, ppm
Ba, ppm
Ba, ppm
Ba, ppm

A1, ppm
A1, ppm
A1, ppm
A1, ppm
AI, ppm
P, ppm
P, ppm
P, ppm
P, ppm
P, ppm

Ti,
Ti,
Ti,
Ti,
Ti,

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

B aJTi,g/g
B aJTi,g/g
B aJTi,g/g
Ba/Ti, g/g

4.5

3.5
0.6

average

1549

994

1399

17 20

2027

standard deviation

999

489

791

1057

1395

minimum

244

282

419

489

509

maximum

4326

2938

4851

4973

6586

4082

2656

4432

4484

6078

6980

2442

3214

4372

7158

4987

1506

2187

2979

5326

minimum

968

328

701

1047

1215

maximum

21390

8443

12429

13515

22287

20421

8115

11728

12469

21072

517

249

344

260

219

359

79

132

159

110

minimum

72

89

75

31

58

maximum

2070

579

971

868

598

1998

490

897

837

540

maximum

minus minimum

average
standard deviation

maximum

minus minimum

average
standard deviation

maximum

minus minimum

average

502

105

90

144

270

standard deviation

428

115

64

103

212

minimum

28

18

18

30

37

maximum

1916

999

350

457

897

maximum minus minimum

1888

980

333

428

859

average

4.4

13.0

17.0

13.0

8.5

standard deviation

2.3

4.6

3.4

2.6

2.1

minimum

1.9

0.5

5.7

7.2

5.0

maximum

13.0

24.3

30.3

20.3

14.9

AI/Ti, g/g
AI/Ti, g/g
AI/Ti, g/g
AI/Ti, g/g

average
standard
deviation
minimum
maximum

16.8
4.9
10.7
35.5

29.2
7.9
0.6
43.0

36.7
3.9
10.3
52.7

31.3
3.0
20.8
39.7

27.6

P/Ti, g/g
P/Ti, g/g
P/Ti, g/g

average
standard
deviation
minimum

1.4
1.2
0.3

3.6
1.8
0.3

4.6
1.5
1.4

2.3
1.4
0.3

0.6

P/Ti•g/g

maximum

8.3

11.4

8.8

6.9

3.4

2.1

23.1

33.8

1.1

0.4

Dataoverspecified
for calculation
purposes.
Seetextfor trueanalytical
precision.

in Figure 3. For each of the five parametersdiscussedin this
paper (percentCaCO3, percentterrigenous,Ba/Ti, A1/Ti, and
P/Ti) we have determined the average value (_+ standard
deviation) in each core as well as the minimum and maximum
value.

The averageconcentration
of CaCO3is high, ranging from
an averageof 79 wt % at 4øN to 88 wt % at 2øS. The

concentrationat 2øS is essentially identical to that at the
equator. The latitudinal gradient in surfacesedimentpercent
CaCO• sampledby these coresis such that they are entirely
from within the high-CaCOsregion (Figure 3). Therefore, the
averageconcentration
of CaCOsas well as the highest values
(in eachcore) also appearuniformly high and generally mimic
the surface sediment profile (Figure 3a). The meridional
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General

gradientof the minimum valuesof CaCO3, however,displaysa
sharppeak at 2øS,suchthat the minimum valuesat the higher

Piston Cores
Characterizations

latitudes

....'........... ''''

lOO

are much lower

than the minimum

value

nearest

the

equator. This reflectsthat the carbonateminima at the higher
latitudesdecreaseto muchlower percentCaCO3 valuesthan the

Maximum

Average

same minima

at the lower

latitudes.

Minimum
///'"
•/''" ' .... ....
Surface
Sed•,•

8o

60

40

20

....

i ....

i ....

i ....

i , , ,t i ....

The average concentration of terrigenous material is
uniformly low, ranging from -1 wt % at 2øS and the equator
and up to 4-8 wt % at the higher latitudes(Figure 3b). Because
this concentrationis controlled by dilution of the terrigenous
materialby CaCO3,the gradientin maximum terrigenouswt %
also showsthe sharppeak at the lowest latitudes (inverted, in
this case, owing to dilution).
The distributions of the summary values of the three
proxiesdisplay many commonalities(Figure 3c-3e). First, all
patterns display the sharply peaked profile, not the stepped
profile of CaCO•.
Second, the maximum values are
consistently greater than the surface sediment. Third, the
values of the proxies in the lower latitudes are consistently
greaterthan the detrital averages. Fourth, the profiles of the
minimum values appear different than the profiles of the
averagesor the maximum values. This is due in part to the
presenceof ash-rich intervals, as recordedby the Ti data, and
will

5.2.
40

(Ba/Ti) PAAS
=0.11
3O

.

-

2O

10

.

o

6o

....

i

....

i

....

i

....

D

5O

i

....

i

....

(AI/Ti) PAAS
=16.7

40

not be discussed.

Piston Core Summary: Five Cores

We presenthere a summaryof the individual piston cores,
emphasizing their similarities and contrasts. Although there
is a wealth of information in each core, description of each
one is avoided for brevity. In Figures 4-8, the axes on each
plot are scaled to show the maximum variation in a given
parameter,while in Figure 9 all cores are plotted at a common
scale. We will presenttime seriesanalysesof the PC72 record
later in this paper, and in the following passages use of the
term "cyclicity" is meant only to informally describe
graphically visual repetitive increases and decreases in a
given record. Collectively, the data for each core indicatesthe
following:
1. Despite the poorer resolution of the off-axis cores
(e.g., PC32 and PCl14), the general patterns of percent
CaCO3varying with time are apparent at all latitudes. The

averageconcentrationsof percent CaCO3are greatestat 2øS
and at the equator,with the deepestminima appearing in the
off-axis cores (PC32 and PCl14). Carbonate minima at least
as old as B 11 (at 2øS)and stageM4 (or perhapsM5, at 2øN) are
recognizable.
2. Superimposedupon the 100 kyr cyclicity in the percent

30

20

,.,....,.,..,.,.,.....-'""'"
"'"' '"'"

10

CaCO3recordsis a longer periodcycle (lasting 500-600 kyr)

0

....

i ....

i ....

i ....

i ....

i ....

15

....

, ....

, ....

, ....

, ....

, ....

centeredon carbonate stages B14-B16. This is particularly
developedin PC32 (5øS) but is observable to some extent in
all cores (e.g., in PCl14 it is defined most clearly by
variation in the minima in percent CaCO•). Excluding the
concentrationsin the minima, percent CaCO• concentrations
are higher than in surfacesedimentat the samelatitude at 2øS

(PITi) PAAS
=0.12

E
lO

and the equator,are approximatelythe same at 2øN, and are
5

o

-15

-lO

South

-5

o

5

Latitude

lO

15

Figure 3. Meridionaltransectsof the maximum,average,and minimum
valuesof percentCaCO3(wt %), percentterrigenousmatter (wt %),
and the three paleoproductivity
proxies(g/g) in each core. Values of
eachparameterin the surfacesediment(Figure2) are also shown. For
the paleoexport
proxies,valuesin an averageshale(PAAS) [Taylor and
McLennan, 1985] are shownin eachpanelfor comparison.
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the proxiesdisplay slightly noiserrecordsthan in the off-axis
cores, reflecting in part the greater sample resolution (Table

/PC32;
5 South]

1).

4. There is strong 100 kyr cyclicity from 0 to -560 kyr.
5. From 560 to 800 kyr, a period which broadly coincides
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Figure 4. Age profilesof percentCaCO3 (wt %) and the chemical
proxies(g/g) in core PC32, locatedat 5øS. Glacial marineisotopestages
(shaded)are from Imbrie et al. [1984]. Carbonateminima stagesare
from Farrell and Prell [1989] and Snoeckx and Rea [1994, and
referencestherein]. In each panel the value of the given parameterin
surfacesedimentat this latitude(Figure 2) is shownby the dashedline.
For the chemical proxies,analyticalprecisionis shownby the vertical
bar to the far right in each panel. Thick line connectingpointsis a
three-pointrunning average.

significantlyless than in surfacesedimentat 5øSand 4øN. The

minima in percentCaCO3 from the Holoceneback to B 11 is

commonlya muchsmallervaluethan the minimain percent
CaCO3fromtheolderB13 to B17. The percentCaCO3 minima
are more deeply incised (reach lower values, on the order of

-40 wt %) in the off-axis cores comparedto in the lowerlatitudecores(with minimaof theorderof 55-60wt % CaCO3).
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Figure5. Age profilesof 15•sO,
percentCaCO
3 (wt %), and the

3. Downcoreprofiles
of Ba/Ti,A1FFi,
andPFFiareclosely chemicalproxies(g/g)in corePC18, locatedat 2øS. For description
of
correlative
andgenerally
verysmooth.Nearest
to theequator symbolsandshadedregions,seeFigure4.
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6. The maxima in the proxies are more sharply peaked
than the relatively broad ("flat") maxima in percent CaCO3,
whereasconverselythe minima in the proxies are more broad
than the narrow minima in percent CaCO3. The proxies are
generallylower comparedto their valuesin surfacesedimentat
the samelatitude, with the exceptionof at the equator(PC72),
where values are approximately the same. Values of the
proxiesat all latitudesare always greaterthan in PAAS (Ba/Ti
= 0.11, A1/Ti = 16.7, and P/Ti = 0.12 [Taylor and McLennan,
1985]) with the exception of A1FFiin PC32 (5øS), which we
attribute to the detrital

nature of the A1 and Ti sourced from the

OIBs from the MarquesasIslands[Desonieet al., 1993].
7. The behavior of the proxies in PCl14 (4øN) is very
similar to that in PC32 (5øS), although PC32 displays a
remarkably long period from-500 to 200 kyr with few
significant increasesor decreasesin any proxy. These two
higher-latitude cores recordone end-memberof stratigraphic
variation in the proxies, with PC72 (equator)being another
end-member. Cores PC18 (2øS) and PC83 (2øN) are mixes of
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marked
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in theaverage
valuesof thepaleoexport
proxies,combinedwith a decrease
in their dynamicrange.

Thisbroadincrease
appearsin all proxiesat approximately
thesametime andis coincidentwith the centerof the longer
periodpercent
CaCO3 cycleandthedecrease
in the magnitude
of the percentCaCO3 minimathroughcarbonate
stagesB1lB17. In PC32 (5øS) this is manifest as a well-defined two-

peak maximumin carbonatestagesBI4 and B16 (at the
terminations
of glacialMIS 16 andMIS 18). At the equator
it
is characterizedby a broad increasewith less extreme minima
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Figure 7. Age profilesof percent CaCO• (wt %) and the chemical
proxies(g/g) in core PC83, located at 2øN. For descriptionof symbols

in A1/Ti.

and shadedregions,seeFigure 4.
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8. The absolutechangesin the proxiesappeargreatestat
2øSandthe equator,while the very large relativechangesat
higherlatitudes(e.g., the nearly factor of 2 increasein Ba/Ti
andP/Ti from 0-500 kyr in core PCl14 (4øN) (Figure8) are
barely recognizablein Figure 9.

5.3.

Meridional

Time

Slices

Averages of Glacial-Interglacial

frame itself is high in export. The P/Ti record shows the
greatestvariability, even through the 560-800 kyr interval.
The data set allows comparison of meridional gradients
throughtime. Accordingly, we are able plot each cords time
slice average(Table 2) of Ba/Ti (Figure 11), A1/Ti (Figure 12),
and P/Ti (Figure 13) back to carbonatestage M5. Although
the oldest carbonate stages (M1 to M5) are not completely
recovered in all cores, relevant

Consideringtheserecordsin the context of the time slice
averagesof Table 2 comparesthe averagecarbonatemaxima
proxy data to the proxy data found in the carbonate minima

(Figure10). Qualitatively,the proxiesindicategreaterexport
production during carbonate maxima, with the recordsfrom
the lowestlatitudesshowing the greatestchangesin absolute
value. However, in many casesthe higher latitudesshow the
greatestrelativechange. For Ba/Ti and A1/Ti throughthe 560800 kyr interval it appears that at all latitudes there is
minimal or no change in paleo-export, although that time

information

can still

be

gathered. Within each figure all ordinate axes are plotted to a
common scale in order to facilitate comparison. Several
features appear:
1. All three proxies consistently indicate that export
productionhas always been greatestat the equator.
2. The meridional pattern is always an inverted "V"
pattern, similar to that observedalong the surface transect and
unlike the presence/absencemeridional gradient of percent
CaCO3(Figure 2).
3. The B2 carbonatemaximum (centeredat 30 kyr) (Table
2) appears to be similar to the average from the surface
sediment.

4. Considering Ba/Ti and A1/Ti, from the B3 carbonate
minimumto the B12 carbonatemaximum(for AI/Ti and except
for B9/B10) or the B14 maximum (for Ba/Ti), export
production during carbonatemaxima appearsto be greater at
essentially all latitudes, whereas from the older stages from
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or B15 (for Ba/Ti) to the oldest material

recovered,there appearsto be little or no contrast in export
production.
5. The P/Ti record yields the greatest contrast in P/Ti

Surf. Seal.

occur at 2øS and 2øN, while the equator either increases
modestlyor not at all and the highest latitudesare relatively
invariant. This phenomenon is most pronounced for Ba/Ti
when comparing the changes between carbonate stages B 12
and B 11, B 14 and B 13, and M0 and B 17 (Figure 11), while for
A1/Ti it is presentbetweenB5 and B6, B12 and Bll, B14 and
B13, B16 and B15, and M0 and B17 (Figure 12). While we
take care to not overinterpretthis phenomena,it appearsto be
widespread.Weberand Pisias (1999), in an insightfulstudyof
ocean history in the Peru Basin, also documentedglacial
expansion and interglacial contraction of the equatorial
upwelling systemduring many of thesetime periods.

6. Quantification of Variations in Export
Production

The above discussionshave been qualitative. The fivecore data set allows us to quantify, however, the total export
productionacrossthe latitudinal range 5øS-4øNover the past
0
100 200 •00 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100
-1 Myr, with respect to the modern values recordedby the
Age (kyr)
surface sediment. This is achieved through use of the
individualpanelsin Figures11, 12, and 13 and integratingthe
Figure 8. Age profilesof percentCaCO3 (wt %) and the chemical "areaunderthe curve"(Figure 14). This regionalcalculationis
proxies(g/g)in corePC114,locatedat 4øN. For description
of symbols more quantitative than any comparison based on proxy
and shadedregions,seeFigure 4.
changesin a singlecore. We have calculatedthe areaunder the
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Figure 10. Age profilesof time sliceaveragevaluesof percentCaCO3 (wt %) andthethreechemicalproxies(g/g) in all cores
plottedat a commonscale. Time sliceaverages
arecalculated
usingtimeintervalslistedin Table 2. Representative
analytical
precisionis givenin the text andin Figures4-8. Carbonateminimastagesfrom Farrell and Prell [1989] and Snoeckxand Rea
[1994, and referencestherein]. In each panel the value of the givenparameterat the equator(Figure2) is shownby the
dashed line.

curveonly throughthe latitudinalrangeexplicitlysampledby
thesecores(i.e., 5øS-4øN)(Figure 14). For baselinevalueswe
haveextended(verticallydownwardon Figure14) the valuesat
the end of our piston core transectto those minimum values at
the higher latitudes of the surface sediment transect from

Figure2. This is basedon the assumptionthat the higher
latitudesites have the lowest baseline export flux, which is
reasonable
given their considerable
distancefrom the equator
and the extremely low valuesof the export proxies at those
latitudes.This assumptionis furthersupported
by a plethora

of studiesof the modernequatorialocean [Murray, 1995,
1996; Murray et al., 1997]. To summarize,then, the resultsof

this quantificationmust strictly be interpreted only as
assessingchangesin export productionbetween5øSand 4øN.

Results(Table 4) are expressedas a ratio of a given glacial
carbonatestage to the next youngest interglacial carbonate
stage (e.g., the sum of the two shaded areas in Figure 14
dividedby the smaller darker shadedarea). As was visually
evident from examination of the individual cores (Figs. 4-8)
and the time slices along the meridional transect (Figs. 1113), there are two main temporal domains, one younger than
carbonatestageB13/B14 and the other older. In the younger
domain, export productionis, on average, 15% (using A1/Ti)
or 31% (using Ba/Ti) greater during carbonate maxima than
during carbonate minima, while in the older section export
productionappearsto be, on average,5% (using Ba/Ti) or 1%
(using A1/Ti) greater during carbonatemaxima. Given the
intrinsic limitations of the databaseand proxies, we consider
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Figure 11. Meridionaltime sliceaveragesof Ba/Ti (g/g), calculatedusingtime intervalslistedin Table 2. Representative
analyticalprecisionis givenin thetextandin Figures4-8. Surfacesediment
(topleft panel)is fromFigure2.

these values of 5% and 1% to be effectively "zero."
Additionally, export production during stage B2 appearsto
have

been

the

same

as is recorded

in

the

modern

surface

transect.

Values based on P/Ti are significantly greater than those
basedon Ba/Ti or A1/Ti. Although the shapeof the meridional
time slices of P/Ti and the relative behavior of P/Ti (i.e.,

higher values during carbonatemaxima) are the same as that
providedby Ba/Ti and A1/Ti, the absolute magnitude of the
areally integrated P/Ti response (a two-fold to four-fold
increase) appears unrealistically large. We believe these
values to be compromised by diagenetic regeneration of P.
The alternative(that the P data set is relatively primary) would
require that this large increase not be recordedin the more
stable Ba and A1. While this is not impossible, it is
improbable, considering the reactivity of elemental P in bulk
sedimentcomparedto the more refractory nature of both Ba
and A1. The very low valuesof P/Ti duringinterglacialperiods
supports this interpretation; during these times of slower
sedimentationthe reactive P is more likely to be efficiently
remobilized. Additionally, becauseCaCO3 providesa strong
template for the formation of authigenic carbonate

fluorapatite, which is a sink for diagenetically released P
[Filippelli and Delaney, 1996], the lower carbonate
interglacials will have a lower retention of the primary P
signal. These interpretations are also supportedby the time
seriesanalysisof the variability of P/Ti and percent CaCO3in
core PC72, as will be discussedbelow.

Last, although the Ba/Ti-basedresults give consistently
greater increases than the A1/Ti-based results, both ratios

yield similar patterns of change through time (Figure 15a).
Both ratios also indicate that over the past 600 kyr export
productionduring both glacial and interglacial periods has
beenlower than it has been over the past 0.3-1.0 kyr recorded
by the surfacesedimenttransect (Figure 15b). Most of this
differenceis due to the changesat the higherlatitudes;whereas
at the equatoronly the carbonateminima recordlower export
through time, at the progressively higher latitudes both
carbonatemaxima and minima appear to have experienced
lower export. This is most pronounced in the Southern
Hemisphere. Therefore, we concludethat only through the
560-800 kyr period of time, in which occurreda broad increase
in export production, has export in the equatorial Pacific
approachedor exceededthat of the Holocene(Figure 15b).
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Recalling that diagenetic modification of the primary
signal is likely to a certain degree,we nonethelessfeel this
overall trend is not a secondaryoverprint. Analogousto the
fact that each proxy is respondingto a different aspectof the
water column biogeochemicalcycling, each will also respond
differently to diagenesis (e.g., Ba being affected by redox
degradationof oxides, A1.... potentially being affected by
dissolutionof opal, and P being affectedby the degradationof

upwelling region has been greater during the carbonatedefinedglacial periodsthan during interglacials. While the
recordsclearly show that not all periods behave identically,
the pattern of greater export during carbonate maxima is

Co•). Thatthe proxiesall providesimilarrecords,andthat

Thesevaluesareconsistent
withinterpretations
basedon 5•N

theserecordsalso show increasesat greatersubseafloordepths
rather than a consistent decreasewith age to the bottom of
each core, are most consistent with the collected patterns
(particularly of Ba/Ti and A1/Ti) recording a dominantly
primary signal.

recordsin the region [Farrell et al., 1995]. Both the Ba/Ti and
A1/Ti proxiesindicate that maximumglacial increasescan be
up to 50% greater. Thesefiguresare substantiallyless than
the factorof 2 increasepostulatedby Paytan et al. [1996] in a
studyof barite accumulationin JGOFScores. Even though
Paytanet al. [1996] studiedonly the past several100 kyr, our
resultsfrom the sametime periodas their data set yield values
in therangeof 20-30% greater. Even if one wereto consider
the P/Ti data, which we have questionedbecauseconcerns
aboutdiageneticmodifications,our conclusionsremain the
same. Thus, while our resultsconfirm the pattern of greater

7. Export Productionand Dissolution
Over the Past 1 Myr
7.1.

Magnitude

of Increases in Export

Production

robust. The arealintegrationindicatesthat from 5øSto 4øN
during glacial time periods of the past 560 kyr, export
production was, on average, 15-30% greater than during
interglacial climatic conditions (Figure 15a and Table 4).

export duringglacial periodsof Paytan et al. [1996], our
quantificationsuggestsa less extremeincreaseand is more
of Farrell et al. [1995].
past 560 kyr export productionthroughoutthe equatorial consistentwith the interpretations
The data derived from these five cores indicate that over the
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Figure13. Meridionaltimesliceaveragesof P/Ti(g/g),calculated
usingtime intervalslistedin Table 2. Representative
analyticalprecisionis givenin the text andin Figures4-8. Surfacesediment(top left panel)fromFigure2.

7.2.

Mid-Pleistocene

Climate

Transition

The periodfrom 800 to 560 kyr is markedlydifferentfrom
the younger record across the entire meridional transect. For

not until ~700 kyrs (MIS 17) that the 100 kyr cyclicity
becomesdominant. Thus, there is temporal overlap between
the MPT and the extreme increase in export production we
observe, with the equatorial increase occurring during and
shortly after the MPT. Raymo et al. [1997] documentedthat

example,at 5øSand4øN, althoughthe absolutemagnitudeof

changes
in theabsolute
fi•3Ccomposition
of theglobalocean

export production is relatively low compared to the lower
latitudes (Figure 9), export doubled or tripled over the
backgroundvaluesat the same latitude (Figures4 and 8). The
lower latitudecoresalsorecorda greatlyincreasedfrequencyof
variation. Consideringthe region on the whole, this requires
an extremely large increase in export production from the
previously low values (Figures 15b). The temporal centerof
this phenomenon coincides with the B14-B16 maximum in
the long-periodCaCO3 cycle as well.
This interval broadly coincides with the Mid-Pleistocene
climate Transition (MPT), in which oxygen isotopic records
indicate a global shift from a 41 kyr cyclicity to the late
Pleistocene100 kyr cyclicity [Raymo et al., 1997; Mudelsee
and Schulz, 1997; Mudelsee and Statteger, 1997, and
referencestherein]. As noted by Raymo et al. [1997], while
the timing of the MPT is commonlyascribedto ~900 kyr, it is

occurredin association with the MPT and hypothesized that

thechanges
in fi•3Careresponding
to a "one-time
addition"
of
depleted, terrestrially derived organic carbon into the ocean.

Onthebasisof an unchanging
Atlantic-Pacific
fi•3Cgradient,
however, Raymo et al. [1997] also suggestedthere was no
changein the mean oceannutrientcontent during the isotopic
shift, which implies that the large increase in export
productionin the equatorialPacific Oceanduring this period is
not causedby the simple addition of nutrients to the global
ocean. Thus, if the Pacific increaseis indeedrelated to global
MPT changes,it appearsto requirea strongly local response.
Future studies will more specifically address the relative
timing of these events and assessquantitatively whether the
increasein export productionwe observe during and shortly
after the MPT can realistically be linked to the changing
ocean-atmospherestate through that time period.
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100 kyr band (as does P/Ti, but less so) and, for Bafri, in the
41 kyr band. This lag indicates that the maxima in export
production are associated with glacial transitions and not
glacial maxima conditions. Moreover, there is no discernable

I Integrated
Productivity
(Area

difference
in cross-spectral
character
of A1/Tiand•5'80in the

24

20

-•o
•

Bll
B12

100 kyr band between the 0-564 and the 564-1044 kyr
portion of the records, yet there is a pronounced change
betweenthesetime periodsin the 41 kyr band. While there i s

.

.

no coherency
betweenAIFFiand•80 over the shortertime
frame, the linkage during the older portion of the record is
much stronger(coherencyequals0.79) which is in phase with
interglacialtime periods (phase angle within error of 180ø of
glacial times). This older sequenceapparently dominatesthe
spectral character of the long record, for the 0-1044 kyr
analysisyields essentiallythe sameresult as that of 564-1044
kyr (Table 5). The P/Ti recordalsoshowsa stronginterglacial

16
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tie to fi•80 in the 23 kyr band. Finally, it is clearthat Ba/Ti
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Figure 14. "Areaunderthe curve"methodof calculatingmeridionally
integratedvaluesof paleoexportproduction,
usingBa/Ti in carbonate
stagesBll andB12 (from Figure11) as an example. 12øSand 9øN
valuesarefrom Figure2. ModifiedfromMurray et al. [2000].

7.3.
Increases in Export
During Glacial Transitions

Production

Occurring

The time seriesanalysis of core PC72 providesadditional
information regarding temporal variations in export

production
(Table 5 andFigure16). In additionto analyzing
the entire 0-1044 kyr record,we studiedthe 0-564 kyr and
564-1044kyr portionsin orderto comparethe two temporal
domains. Owing to the intrinsic limitations of the chemical
data set describedabove, we hesitate to interpret the time

seriesbeyondlooking for broad commontrends. For
example,
therearesmallleadsandlagsof theproxiesbetween
themselves(Table 5), which we attributeto the different

proxy's responseto a differentaspectof the marine
biogeochemical
cycleaswellaseachhavingdifferingburial

andA1/Ti are most strongly tied to percentCaCO3 in the 100
kyr band, with high coherency, and also show the
characteristiclag toward the glacial transitions, although this
is less extreme (lower phase angles) than is the case when

comparing
to •80. As above,the AI/Ti recordis markedly
different,with respectto percentCaCO3, from 0 to 564 and
564 to 1044 kyr. The spectral relationship betweenP/Ti and
percentCaCO3 is discussedlater.
7.4.

Spatial

Variability

the 100 kyr cyclicityin percentCaCO3.

Wherecoherent,
thepercent
CaCO
3andfi•80records
show
thewell-known
lagof CaCO
3withrespect
to fi•80[Farrell
and
Prell, 1989;SnoeckxandRea, 1994; andreferences
therein].
The database
recordsthe strongestcoherency
in the 100 kyr
bandover the 0-564 kyr period,as well as throughoutthe
entire0-1044 kyr record,but this coherency
diminishesor

Production

At all time periods, export productionhas been greater at
the equatorthan at the higher latitudes in either hemisphere
(Figures 11-13). The overall inverted V pattern has been
maintained over the past 1 Myr, and has been continually
different from the meridional presence/absencepattern of
percentCaCO3 (Figure2). The patternof export productionat
highlatitudesis dominatedby the increaseduringand after the
MPT followed by a long periodof relativelylittle changeuntil
the last 100-150 kyr (Figures 4, 8, and 9). The change
throughthe MPT is not as dominantat the lower latitudeswith

respectto theentiretime periodbecause
of the strengthof the
Milankovitch-scale cyclicity in export productionat those
locations.

Table 4. Changesin ExportProduction
BetweenCarbonateStages

Stageto Stage

characteristics. Taken collectively, however, the cross-

spectral
analyses
of the differentvariablesis informative,
particularly
sincethe preceeding
discussions
of meridional
andtimesliceaverages
by definitionwerelimitedto studyof

in Export

Proxy
Ba-Based

B2 to Holocene
B4-B3

AI-Based

P-Based

B6-B5
B8-B7
B 10-B9
B12-B11
B14-B13
B 16-B 15
M0-B 17
M2-M1

0.99
1.23
1.28
1.38
1.30
1.45
1.52
1.05
1.07
1.02

0.98
1.09
1.24
1.35
1.02
1.24
1.14
0.98
1.09
0.96

0.98
2.07
2.04
3.57
3.08
3.17
4.39
1.98
2.11
1.83

Average < B14-B13
Average > B14-B13

1.31
1.05

1.15
1.01

2.76
1.97

disappears
whentheolder564-1044
kyr portionis considered
alone.

Considering
first the relationships
of the chemicalproxies

to /5•80,bothBa/TiandAI/Titendto lagbehind
fi•80in the
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When comparingglacial-interglacialvariability in export
productionat any single location, it is not appropriateto use
the areally integratedvaluesderivedabove (e.g., Figure 14).
Instead,we needto documentthat at any one location there is
a relationshipbetweenthe proxies and export production. In
order

to

achieve

this

we return

to

the

surface

sediment

transects(Figure2) andexploit the apparentlinear response
of both Ba/Ti and A1/Ti to surfacewater productivity (Figure
17). Becauseof this linearity we can convertchangesin these
proxies to changes in export at one location. Averaging
values of both Ba/Ti and AI/Ti from the carbonate minima

and

maxima from-0 to 564 kyr as well as through the general
560-800 kyr increase(Figures6 and 8), and applying the
regressionsfrom Figure 17, indicatesthat productivity at the
equator(PC72) hasincreasedduringcarbonateglacialsrelative
to interglacialsby 20-30% duringthe youngerportion of the
recordand by 20-30% throughthe older portion. At 4N, these
values are 10-15% and 10-20%, respectively. This confirms
our previous observation that while there are large relative
changes at higher latitudes, the greatest absolute change
occursnearestthe equator.

cycles but also the "dissolution"contribution. While there is

littleto no change
in theabsolute
extentof paleoexport
at the
highestlatitudes(e.g., Figure9), it is preciselyin these
higherlatitudecoresthat the greatestchangesin percent
CaCO3are found(Figures4-8). Given that the overall absolute

magnitudes
of the export flux are uniformlylow at these
higher latitudes,however,it is unlikely that the small
variationsin absoluteflux can be responsiblefor the
extremelydevelopedpercentCaCO3maxima and minima.
This suggests
that dissolutionandpreservation
mechanisms
are a strongercontrol on the percentCaCO• recordat the
highestlatitudesthan at the lower latitudes. In the absenceof

dissolution,
changesin exportaloneat thesehigh latitudes
wouldrequirean unrealisticamplificationof that export
signal. Thus,althoughexportclearlyshowsstrongglacial
increases
at the higherlatitudes,it appearsthat dissolutionis
a veryimportant
controlon thepercent
CaCOscyclicitythere.
Thishypothesis
canbe testedin thefutureby considering

thepotential
effects
of variations
in Co•g
burial,distribution
of silica, and bottom water carbonatechemistryon the
preservation
capacityof the carbonate[e.g., Emersonet al.,

1980;Emerson
andBender,1981; Grundmanis
andMurray,
7.5.
Carbonate Dissolution:
Spatial
Variability

Temporal

and

Theseexportproductionproxy recordscan be usedto help
explain not only the "productivity" contribution to these

1982;Emerson,1985; Berelsonet al., 1990a, 1990b, 1997;
Martin et al., 1991; Jahnke et al., 1994; and references

therein]. Studiesof the relationshipsbetweencarbonate
dissolutionindices[e.g., Berger, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1977;
PetersonandPrell, 1985; Wu and Berger, 1989; Wei et al.,
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Table 5. Resultsof Cross-Spectral
Analysis,Core TT013-PC72 (Equator)a

PhaseDifference_ PhaseError; Coherency;kiloyears

Variable1 versusVariable2

100 kyr

41 kyr

23 kyr

•180 versusSite 677
0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

4 _ 7; 0.95
3 _ 8; 0.96
3 _ 5; 0.96

12 +_13; 0.87
12 _ 90; 1.00
12 + 6; 0.94

12 _ 14; 0.85
36 _.+32 ;0.58
21 + 16; 0.72

Percent
CaCO
3 versus
•180
0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

- 53 ñ 19; 0.76; 15
19 _ 20; 0.75
- 38 ñ 18; 0.67; 11

- 113ñ 18 ;0.78;

- 88 ñ 12; 0.88; 24

- 123 + 26; 0.64; 14

- 94 ñ 13; 0.78; 26

- 122 + 20; 0.64; 14

- 110 ñ 17; 0.79; 31
- 140 _+26; 0.67; 39
- 126 __17 ;0.69; 35

195 _ 19; 0.79; 22

- 53 ñ 11; 0.89; 15
13 + 18; 0.80
- 40 ñ 13; 0.80; 11

- 92 ñ 18; 0.77; 10
- 65 ñ 17; 0.82 ;7
- 76 ñ 14; 0.76 ; 9

13

Ba/Ti vs b180

0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr
A1/Ti versusb180

0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

194 _ 23; 0.58; 22

P/Ti versusb•80

0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

Ba/Ti vs PercentCaCO3
0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr
AI/Ti versusPercentCaCO3
0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

P/Ti versusPercentCaCO3
0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr
Ba/Ti

12

- 196ñ 13 ;0.79;

13

- 27 _ 11; 0.90 ; 8
- 40 _ 14; 0.77; 11

- 43 + 16; 0.82; 12
- 136 + 20; 0.77; 38
- 73 + 28; 0.49; 20

31 ñ 39; 0.55

- 151 _ 24;0.71;

17

0 ñ 11; 0.90
2 ñ 17 ;0.81
0 ñ 9; 0.88

versus AVTi

0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr
Ba/Ti

- 192 ñ 15 ;0.83;

17 + 11; 0.90 ; 5
18 _ 14; 0.77 ;5

versus P/Ti

0-564 kyr
564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

31 _.+9; 0.93 ; 9

- 45 + 13; 0.79; 13

- 33 ñ 17; 0.80 ;4

- 37 ñ 14; 0.77 ;4

A1/Ti versus P/Ti

0-564 kyr

-53 ñ 13; 0.87; 15

564-1044 kyr
0-1044 kyr

- 82 _ 29; 0.48; 23

-91ñ27

;0.50;

10

a Positivephaseanglesindicatethatthe first variableleadsthe second. The test statisticfor nonzerocoherencyat
the 80% confidencelevel equals0.57, 0.62, and 0.42, respectively, for the time intervals of 0-564 kyr (189
samples),564-1044 kyr (161 samples),and0-1044 kyr (349 samples). No phaseangle is given if recordsare not
coherentat the 80% confidencelevel or if one variableshowsno significant changein variance within the period of
interest. Interpolation and cross-spectralanalysesperformedat At = 3 kyr for given time interval (see text for
selectionof intervals). Bandwidth is 0.009 with 50 lags in each case.
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Ba/Ti andA1/Ti to P/Ti and to percent CaCO3 are also similar

20' ' ' • ' ' Z
15

.

10

5 /

r2=0.78'

0 9•, •o , • , I .

(Table 5).
Finally, at all latitudes the proxy recordsare characterized

by maxima that are sharper than the flat plateaus of the
percentCaCO3 maximaas well as by minima that, conversely,
are morebroadthanthe deeplyincisedpercentCaCO3 minima.
This phenomenon is consistent with dissolution increasing
the degreeof the primary low value of percent CaCO3 that
results from the overall low export production during
interglacials (thus resulting in the more narrow and sharp
percentCaCO3 minima). Thus, the periodsof time with low
export are longer in durationthan the sharpminima in percent
CaCO3,while the periodsof time with high export are shorter
in durationthan the broadplateausof maximumCaCO3. The
significance of this pattern will be better assessedby future
studiesof the accumulationrates of the biogenic components
in these cores.

8. Summary' Dynamic Changesin Export
Production

and Dissolution

Our collected data set is best explained by a combination
of the two end-member processes (changes in export
production and changes in
dissolution intensity)
simultaneously
operating,
with
each
process being more
0
,
I
,
I
,
I
,
important at various locations in time and space. We have
200
400
600
800
1000
shownthat changesin export productionhave occurredat all
latitudesalong the 140øWmeridionaltransectand that glacial
Productivity
(mgC/m2/d)
climatic statesare characterizedby greater export production,
Figure 17. Linearrelationships
betweenBa/Ti and A!/Ti in the 0-1 cm
surface sedimentand productivityof the uppermostsurface waters particularly over the past 560 kyr. Maxima in export occur
during glacial transitions and are not directly coincident with
(from Figure2). Equationsof linesare Ba/Ti = (0.030 x productivity)7, withan? of 0.78,andA1/Ti= (0.046x productivity)
- 1, withan ? of
glacial maxima. Glacial increases over this time period
0.87.
indicate a 15-30% increasein export, areally integrated across
the 5øS to 4øN transect, with the equatorial system often
1994;LaMontagne
et al., 1996], percentCaCO
3, andthe meridionally expanding during glacials. Values through the
chemical
proxies
of export
production
arealsolikelyto yield past 560 kyr indicate that export productionwas lower than
insights
intotherelative
timingof variations
in dissolutionvalues in the Holocene, even during glacial periods. The
intensity.
For example, LaMontagne et al. [1996]
biogeochemicalprocessesin the central equatorialPacific
documentedin core WEC8803B-GC51 (1.3øN, 135øW) a broad
Ocean,however, were significantly differentduringthe early
100 kyr cyclicity in dissolution intensity, confirming the
BrunhesandMPT, with greatly increasedexport at the higher
general results of Farrell and Prell [1989, and references latitudesand minimal or zero glacial-to-interglacial contrast
therein]. However, LaMontagneet al. [ 1996] further observed
in exportproductionthroughoutthe region.
that the percentCaCO3recordis not exactly coincidentwith
Becausethe absolute magnitude of glacial-interglacial
variationsin indices of foraminiferal dissolution, suggesting
variations in export production is latitudinally dependent,
that carbonate deposition, dissolution intensity, and paleowith higher latitudes being characterizedby large relative
exportmay be decoupled.
changesbut minimal absolutechanges,it is unlikely that the
The time series analysis of core PC72 also provides
climatically linked changes in export are dominantly

Io

r2=0.87

information relevant to carbonate dissolution (Table 5 and

responsiblefor the extremely developedminima in percent

Figure16). The patternsof P/Ti andpercentCaCO• are closely
relatedin the 100 kyr band (Table 5), possessingsome of the
strongest coherenciesof the entire database. As mentioned

CaCO3 at 5øSand4øN. At thesehigher latitudes,carbonate

above, for independentreasonswe interpret the P/Ti record to
be influenced by diagenetic remobilization, perhaps more
extensively so during interglacials. That P/Ti and percent

CaCO• are stronglyin phasein the 100 kyr bandis consistent
with both these recordshaving an important component of
dissolution being responsible for their paired variability.
BecauseP/Ti and percentCaCO3 display such similar records
over the longer period, the cross-spectralrelationships of

dissolutionappearsto be more important than changes in
export.
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